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ABOUT THE REPORT

About the Report
This is the third consecutive year that the Friends
Online Report is being published. The purpose of
the report is to capture the voices of children and
adolescents on the topic of harassment, other acts
of intimidation and bullying online via mobile phone,
computers and tablets. The report is based on a
survey in which 1,041 children and adolescents aged
10 to 16 in Sweden participated. The survey was
conducted by TNS SIFO and was commissioned by
Friends, Symantec and HP.
To learn more about the experiences of children and
adolescents, a number of new questions were added
to this year’s survey. The 2014 Friends Online Report
raised the issue of young people being victims of
sexual harassment. To learn more about this, some
questions about online sexual harassment have been
included. In this year’s survey the notion of bullying
was added to the other forms of harassment and
intimidation to provide a more comprehensive picture
of the problem. Read more about the definitions of
the various terms on page 30.
A number of questions in the survey are the same as
in previous years and a similar questionnaire format,
selection process and field period were used for
data collection. The results are therefore able to give
an indication of development. However, to establish
development over time, we need to repeat the survey
over a longer period.

The data was collected through web-based surveys
conducted in the period 13–29 October 2014. The
survey respondents are children of members of TNS
SIFO’s web panel. Panel members are recruited
on a nationally representative basis by phone and
a postal dispatch. An invitation to participate in the
survey was sent out at random by e-mail to panel
members with children aged 10–16. Parents filled in
details regarding their child’s gender and age, and
gave their consent for their child’s participation in the
survey. The young respondents then responded to
all remaining questions themselves or together with
their parent. In order for the respondents to have an
option not to answer certain questions that they may
find sensitive, response options such as “Don’t want
to answer” or “Don’t know” were included.
A total of 1,041 children and adolescents participated:
402 aged 10–12 and 639 aged 13–16. The ratio of girls
to boys was 51% girls to 49% boys. The participating
respondents are anonymous. The results were
analysed based on age groups (10–12 years and
13–16 years) and gender. The quotes included in the
report are a selection of the respondents’ responses
to open-ended questions.

Friends mission is to stop bullying and we have a long-term approach through education, counselling, and
formation of opinion to increase knowledge and involvement by adults and children. Every day we visit schools,
pre-schools, and sports clubs around Sweden and we believe in a holistic approach where everyone is involved,
from teachers to school staff, parents, trainers and children. With the Friends Online Report 2015 we hope, for
the third year in a row, to bring to light the voices of children and young people about harassment and other
acts of intimidation online. Through this report we want to create the commitment we know it takes to create
change. Our work and our vision reaches far beyond school hallways and changing rooms. We want to see a
society where young people can grow up in a safe, fair, and equal environment—even online.
Lars Arrhenius, Secretary-General

INTRODUCTION
OM RAPPORTEN

Introduction
I started my blog “Marwalicious” four years ago.
I write about everything. I share my opinions, my
thoughts and my everyday life, and I tell my readers
about almost everything that’s going on in my life.
That means anything from talking about getting
my heart broken, to posting a picture of myself, or
expressing how happy I am and about my interviews
with various magazines.
Over the course of the four years I’ve had to put
up with so much hatred and so many threats that
sometimes I’ve shut myself up indoors because
I’m too afraid to go outside, to school or to my
training. Two years ago a Facebook group was set
up about me called “Alla vi som vill att Marwa Karim
dör” (Everyone who wants Marwa Karim to die). A
few months ago a grossly racist comment aimed at
me was posted on my blog. At the end it said that I
should do the world a favour and kill myself. Perhaps
people don’t realise that the things they write will cut
me to the heart, but they really do.
I’ve tried to get help, but my case is always dropped
because there are more serious problems to
deal with. Adults shut their eyes all the time to
cyberbullying. They don’t seem to take it seriously,
and that’s terrible. How far does it have to go before
adults start opening their eyes and taking action?
Parents need to start keeping track of what their
kids are doing and talk to them about how to treat
others. The police have an obligation to take reported
incidents seriously. Teachers and principals need to
make sure that they keep up when it comes to social
media and keep their eyes open so pupils can feel
safe.

”We n eed
to stan d
up for on e
an other”

Young people know their reality better then us adults
and they also have own experiences of cyberbullying.
That’s why we have let Marwa Karim from Friends Youth
Council write the introduction to the Friends Online
Report 2015.
Photo: Philippe Rendu

If we witness someone being threatened or receiving
hateful comments online, we should all stand up for
our fellow human beings and take action. I don’t want
my children to grow up in a society where people just
turn their backs and don’t care about other people’s
feelings. So let’s stick together, stand up for one
another and spread love instead!
Marwa Karim

Everyone has a right to be heard. I want to share my
life and inspire my readers. If I love to blog, I should
be able to blog for as long and as much as I want and
not have to shut it down because people threaten
me. If I do that I’ll have lost right away and the online
trolls will have won.

4
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KEY FINDINGS

Key findings
Gaming environments are the most
common places where boys are victimised.

1/3

Social media forums such as Kik and
Instagram are the most common
places where girls are victimised.

of all young people have been
subjected to harassment or other
acts of intimidation via mobile
phone, computer or tablet at least
once in the past year.

35%

of respondents say that people who
have victimised them online have
victimised them offline as well.

8% of girls and 4% of boys have been
bullied via mobile phone, computer or
tablet in the past year.

One in three don’t think that adults at school are good at
talking about important things to consider when talking to or
socialising with others online, or explaining what they can do if
they are subjected to harassment or other acts of intimidation.
Most victims tell an adult at home and feel that this
is what has helped them the most.
Half of all respondents think that adults at home
are good at showing an interest in what they do
online.

7%

of girls have been subjected to sexual
harassment via mobile phone, computer
or tablet in the past year.

Only one in three think that adults at home are
good at explaining what they can do if they have
been subjected to harassment, intimidation or
bullying online.
FRIENDS ONLINE REPORT 2015
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Use of Mobile Phone,
Computers & Tablets
The average number of hours that young people
spend on their mobile phones, computers and tablets
is the same as last year1. One in two young people
use a mobile phone, computer and tablet an average
of 3–6 hours a day. Slightly fewer responded that they
use their devices 1–3 hours a day and 15% responded
that they use them more than 6 hours a day.
What young people spend most of their time online
doing has, on the other hand, changed slightly since
the previous year. Among girls, the use of social
media has gone down and this year more of them
say they spend most of their time on entertainmentbased content such as games, films and music. The
shift from social media does not necessarily mean
that young girls are less social today. The ability to
communicate with others is embedded in many
entertainment-based platforms, for example by

posting comments on YouTube or talking or chatting
in gaming environments. Among boys, interest in
entertainment-based content remains strong and this
is where they spend most of their time online.
The respondents in the younger age group,
10–12 years, responded that they focus more on
entertainment-based content. This is also up since
last year. Among older respondents, 13–16 years,
their time is somewhat more evenly split between
entertainment-based and communication-based
content and has not changed appreciably since last
year.
Few young people responded that they spend most
of their time online on information-based content,
such as searching for information, doing homework
or reading about things that interest them.

How many hours per day on average do you use a mobile phone, computer or
tablet?
Include all of the time you spend using a mobile phone, computer or tablet – both at school and in your
spare time/at home

1-3 hours

%
37
48%

1

6
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76%

0%

%
15

3-6 hours
More than 6 hours
I never use a mobile phone, computer or tablet

USE OF MOBILE PHONE, COMPUTERS & TABLETS

What do you do most of the time when using a mobile phone, computer or tablet?
76%
Girl (n=534)
Boy (n=505)

45%

42%

17%
10%

I spend time on
games, films,
music and other
entertainment
2014:

37%

73%

I hang out or talk
to other people on
social media sites
such as Facebook,
Instagram or KiK
49%

17%

6%

I search for
information, do
school work and
read about things
that interest me
10%

6%

3%

1%

Other

2%

1%

74%

49%

10-12 years (n=457)
39%

13-16 years (n=583)

19%
5%
I spend time on
games, films,
music and other
entertainment
2014:

67%

45%

I hang out or talk
to other people on
social media sites
such as Facebook,
Instagram or KiK
24%

41%

11%
2%

I search for
information, do
school work and
read about things
that interest me
8%

13%

1%

Other

1%

2%

FRIENDS ONLINE REPORT 2015
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HARASSMENT,
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Harassment, Intimidation &
Bullying via Mobile Phone,
Computer or Tablet
Most children and young people associate their online time with positive
experiences. But just like in other environments where people socialise, there
are instances of exclusion, harassment, intimidation and bullying.

How common are harassment, intimidation and bullying?
In the survey one in three young people answered that
they had been subjected to harassment or intimidation
online at least once over the past year. This is in line
with last year’s results. Just as in previous years, more
girls than boys said that they had been victimised,
36% of girls and 27% of boys.
In the survey, harassment or intimidation is defined
as an action that makes the victim feel sad, hurt or
inferior. This could be if someone writes hurtful or
malicious messages or comments, logs into a profile
or uses a mobile phone, computer or tablet against
the victim’s will, or if a person feels alone, ostracised
or has been excluded. It is always the person who
has been victimised who determines what constitutes
harassment.

In the survey, bullying is defined as when someone
has been subjected to harassment or other acts of
intimidation by one or more people on a number of
different occasions. A victim of bullying may feel like
they are in a position of weakness and find it hard
to defend themselves. Cyberbullying can be either
where a person is subjected to several instances of
harassment, or where an offensive comment/image/
video is shared or disseminated to a lot of people.
Results indicating the extent to which harassment,
intimidation and bullying occur differ from survey to
survey. This could be because different methods were
used and the questions were asked in different ways. In
similar surveys conducted in Sweden, the percentage
of young people subjected to cyberbullying is between
1 and 11%2.

Girls are subjected to cyberbullying to a greater extent
than boys. The results show that 8% of girls and 4% of
boys were bullied via mobile phone, computer or tablet
in the past year. This is an average of 1 to 2 pupils in
every class.

2

8

In his thesis (2014) for the Department of Psychology, University of Gothenburg, Berne compared the
incidence of cyberbullying in various Swedish studies conducted between 2011 and 2014.

HARASSMENT, INTIMIDATION & BULLYING VIA MOBILE PHONE, COMPUTER OR TABLET

Have you been subjected to harassment or intimidation by someone via mobile
phone, computer or tablet in the past year?
By “subjected to harassment or intimidation” we mean that someone has said or done something that
made you feel sad, hurt or inferior. This could be if someone has written hurtful or malicious messages or
comments, if someone has logged into your profile or used your mobile phone, computer or tablet against
your will, or if you have felt alone, ostracised or have been excluded.
73%

Girl (n=535)

64%

Boy (n=506)

30%
24%
5%
No, never
2014:

63%

72%

Yes, occasionally
29%

25%

2%

1%

Yes, several times
7%

1%

Yes, often

2%

1%

ALL:

1%

No:
66%

Yes:
33%

Have you been bullied via mobile phone, computer or tablet in the past year?
Bullying is when you have been subjected to harassment or abuse by one or more people on a number of
different occasions. This could be various instances of harassment or abuse, or when an offensive comment/
image/video has been broadly shared or disseminated. You may feel as if you are in a position of weakness
or find it hard to defend yourself.

8%
Girl (n=43)

4%
Boy (n=20)

FRIENDS ONLINE REPORT 2015
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DOES HARASSMENT HAPPEN & WHAT FORM DOES IT TAKE?
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Where does harassment
happen & what form does
it take?
Most acts of harassment or intimidation among young people take place
on social media sites or in gaming environments. Last year Facebook
was the digital platform where the most girls and boys were subjected
to harassment or intimidation, but this year other environments are
predominant.
Girls are most likely to be victimised via Kik, followed
by Instagram. Gaming environments are the most
common places where boys are victimised. In this
survey these are incorporated into one response
option, but among those who indicated in which
game they were victimised, the predominant ones
are Minecraft, League of Legends, Counter Strike
and World of Warcraft. The social media sites where
most boys are victimised are Kik or Facebook.
In a comparison between age groups 10–12 and 13–
16, it is more common in the older age group to have
been victimised on Facebook and ask.fm, which is
partly due to the fact that the recommended age
for these websites is 13 or older. In the younger age
group it is slightly more common to be victimised in
gaming environments.

since last year and malicious messages or comments
are still the most common types of harassment. Of
those who have been victimised, 6 out of 10 girls
and 5 out of 10 boys responded that they had been
subjected to this form of abuse. But verbal abuse is
not the only type of harassment online. Psychological
abuse, such as feeling excluded, is the second
most common form of harassment. This could, for
example, be if someone is excluded from a group
on Kik or voted out of a World of Warcraft gaming
group.
It is worth noting that, in the survey, a significantly
higher number of boys than girls – 16% versus 4%
– chose the option “I don’t want to talk about what
happened.” There were frequent indications in the
survey that boys are less likely to tell others about
the abuse they have been subjected to.

The type of harassment or intimidation that young
people are exposed to has not changed appreciably

Most common place for harassment
GIRLS

1
2
3
10

KiK
Instagram
Ask.fm

Most common place for harassment
BOYS

1
2
3

Games
KiK
Facebook

WHERE DOES HARASSMENT HAPPEN & WHAT FORM DOES IT TAKE?

” My mother died of cancer and I got a
text message saying that I deserved it.”
”A boy at school who plays ice hockey said that I
was a stupid ‘n-word’ on Instagram . I answered that
I ’m from India and that I ’m a better skater than he
is (I practice figure skating at the same rink).”

”Everyone in my group of friends got
together and posted photos, but I wasn’t
asked. It felt like I was being excluded.”
”One of my ‘friends’ wrote hateful things
anonymously to me on ask.fm . Another
‘friend’ wrote things about me on Instagram
that weren’t true, like that I was ‘fake.”

RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

FRIENDS ONLINE REPORT 2015
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WHERE DOES HARASSMENT HAPPEN AND WHAT FORM DOES IT TAKE?

Where have you been subjected to harassment and/or bullied? Answers in %

Girl (n=187)
Boy (n=137)
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Base: If the answer is “Yes” to the question “Have you been subjected to harassment or intimidation by someone via mobile
phone, computer or tablet in the past year?” Multiple-choice.

If you want to, feel free to describe what happened to you that made you
feel harassed, intimidated and/or victimised by bullying.
Girl (n=187)

61%

Boy (n=137)

50%

30%

21%

21%
14%

I recieved
hurtful or
malicious
messages or
comments

I felt alone or
was excluded

Someone
spread
malicious
and/or untrue
rumours about
me

10%

16%

13%

Someone
logged into my
profile or used
my computer,
mobile phone
or tablet
against my will

7%

8%

4%

4%

Someone
I don’t want to Something else
posted or
talk about what
shared a photo
happened
or video of me
against my will

Base: If the answer is “Yes” to the question “Have you been subjected to harassment or intimidation by someone via mobile
phone, computer or tablet in the past year?” Multiple-choice.

12

6%

book “f ” Logo

WHERE DOES HARASSMENT HAPPEN AND WHAT FORM DOES IT TAKE?

KiK is an app where people can chat with their friends. It works in a similar way to sending
text messages, but instead of being sent from your phone number, you have a username.

Facebook

On
people can send friend requests to others to build their own network.
They can then share text, images, video etc. with others in their network and also follow what
their friends are sharing. People can interact with others by liking or commenting on their
posts or comments.

Instagram

On
people build up a network in a similar way to Facebook. Via Instagram
people can share their own photos or see other people’s photos. One important function is
the ability to like other people’s photos.

Ask.fm

Via
people can ask other users questions. The questions can be on any topic
and can be asked anonymously or using a username as the sender. Other users can log on
and read both the questions and the answers.

Snapchat

Via
people can send time-limited images and short films clips, so-called
“snaps,” to their friends. Users can draw on the photos and add text. The recipient clicks on
the photo or video and has a few moments to see it before it disappears. It is also possible
to save snaps.

Twitter

On
people write short messages, so-called tweets, of no more than 140
characters. Users can choose to follow friends and people of interest (anyone from celebrities
to politicians) and discuss topical issues.

Youtube

On
people can view videos posted by others and share their own. YouTube
has a search function that makes it easy to find videos clips of interest.

Secret

The app called
allows users to join networks where they can share information
anonymously about others in the network.

CMYK / .eps

Facebook “f ” Logo

CMYK / .eps

FRIENDS ONLINE REPORT 2015
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HARASSMENT,
INTIMIDATION & BULLYING IN THE GAMING WORLD
OM RAPPORTEN

Harassment, Intimidation &
Bullying in the Gaming World
The computer gaming world has grown enormously
over the past few years – from a subculture to
popular culture. In a survey from the end of 2013
of young people’s media habits, 87% aged 9–12
years, 62% aged 13–16 and 58% ages 17–18 said
that they play computer or video games3. E-sport,
where players compete against each other in various
sports games on the computer, attracts thousands
of young players.
Our survey shows that gaming environments are
among the places where mostly boys are subjected
to harassment or other acts of intimidation. Of the
boys who have been victimised via mobile phone,
computer or tablet, one in three, i.e. a total of 8%,
3

14

The Swedish Media Council, 2013

say they were victimised in a gaming environment. In
responses to open-ended questions, young people
describe how they receive degrading comments
and are voted out or excluded if they are not skilled
enough. Our experience is that in e-sport, just as in
many other sports, there is a significant emphasis on
performance and players risk being voted out and
excluded.
Interest in entertainment-based content is increasing
among girls. In e-sports, however, the majority of the
players are still boys. The girls who participate say
that the jargon can be tough and many girls who
are interested in playing say that, to avoid negative
attention, they choose usernames that do not reveal
their gender.

HARASSMENT, INTIMIDATION & BULLYING IN THE GAMING WORLD

30%

Of the boys who have been victimised 30% say they were
victimised in a gaming environment.

” People say that someone is/I
am no good, a novice and that I
should kill myself.”
” You get called a loser, gay or an idiot
if you make a bad move.”
RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
FRIENDS ONLINE REPORT 2015
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Sexual Harassment
The results show that 7% of girls and 1% of boys aged 10–16 have
been sexually harassed via mobile phone, computer or tablet in the
past year.

In the survey sexual harassment is defined as
behaviour of a sexual nature that insults a person’s
dignity. Examples of sexual harassment are when
someone sends messages, writes comments or
spreads rumours relating to sex or the body that
make the person who is targeted feel uncomfortable.
The term sexual harassment includes physical,
psychological and verbal harassment. Most online
sexual harassment is psychological and verbal.
The percentage of victims of sexual harassment via
mobile phone, computer or tablet is slightly lower
than when we asked the same question in schools.
There, 11% of pupils in years 4–6 and 15% of pupils
in years 7–9 said that they have been victimised4.
In schools the problem is not limited to mobile

phones, computers and tablets, but includes sexual
harassment that has taken place both online and offline.
In some of the responses to open-ended question
from this survey, young people describe unwelcome
sexual advances in the form, for example, of
messages, comments or anonymous questions as
common everyday occurrences. In the 2014 Friends
Online Report young victims said that they play
down the incidents and that it wasn’t such a big
deal, even though what happened still made them
feel bad. Members of the Friends Youth Council
believe that few young people realise that they are
victims of sexual harassment when it occurs online.

Have you been subjected to sexual harassment via mobile phone, computer or
tablet in the past year?
For example, has someone sent messages, written comments or spread rumours about you that make you
feel uncomfortable and that relate to sex or your body?
Girl (n=37)
7%

Boy (n=5)

1%
Yes

4

16

The Friends Online Report, 2014

Yes

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

“Someone on MSP* sent disgusting messages to
me. Things like send naked pictures, do you want
to have sex”

“I’ve been called things like c**t face, wandering
trophy, bitch, pig, c**ksucker”

”Asked if I was a virgin.”

”Boys who send photos of their penis and
want me to send pictures of my breasts.”

*MovieStarPlanet

RESPONSES TO
OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

FRIENDS NÄTRAPPORT 2015
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LIFE
ONLINE & OFFLINE ARE INTERLINKED
OM RAPPORTEN

Life Online & Offline
are Interlinked
Online harassment and other acts of intimidation are
often associated with anonymity, but in last year’s
survey a clear majority of victims – eight out of ten
– responded that they knew who the offender was.
Most responded that they had been victimised
by someone in their class or from their school .
In this year’s survey we wanted to find out how
many had been victimised by the same people both
online and in other environments. Of those who
had been subjected to harassment, intimidation,
bullying or sexual harassment, four out of ten
in the younger age group, and three out of ten in
the older age group, responded that someone or
some people who had victimised them online had

victimised them offline as well. In a comparison
between girls and boys who were victims of online
harassment, more girls were victimised by the
same person in other environments as well – four
out of ten compared to three out of ten boys.
People who are being intimidated, bullied or
harassed both online and in other environments,
may feel that there is no free zone. For example,
when malicious comments are made by classmates
in the classroom during the school day and then
continue online in the evenings and weekends.

35% of respondents say that people who have victimised them online have
victimised them offline as well.

5

18

Friends Online Report, 2014

35%

LIFE ONLINE & OFFLINE ARE INTERLINKED

Has anyone who has subjected you to cyberbullying victimised you offline as well?
This could, for example, be if someone has said something mean or hurtful to your face, said offensive things about
you, excluded you, pushed or hit you, or hurt you in another way.

49%

13-16 years (n=219)

46%
39%

10-12 years (n=123)

31%

15%

12%
5%

No

Yes

Uncertain, don’t know

3%

Don’t want to answer

All: No 47%, Yes 35%, Don’t know 14%, Don’t want to answer 4%

Base: If the answer is “Yes” to any of the questions “Have you been subjected to harassment or intimidation by someone via mobile
phone, computer or tablet in the past year?” “Have you been cyberbullied in the past year?” “Have you been subjected to sexual
harassment online in the past year?”

FRIENDS ONLINE REPORT 2015
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STRATEGIES
FOR HANDLING HARASSMENT, INTIMIDATION & BULLYING
OM RAPPORTEN

Strategies for Handling
Harassment, Intimidation
& Bullying
Talked to an adult at home is what most young people
say they did after they had been harassed or bullied
online. However, the results show certain differences
between how girls and boys react. Girls are more likely
to tell an adult or a friend if they have been victimised.
Boys are much more likely to do nothing and are also
somewhat more likely to say that they responded by
writing something mean or hurtful back. Earlier in
the survey we also noted that a higher percentage of
boys did not want to talk about what had happened
to them, see page 9. This reinforces the conclusion
that boys are less likely than girls to tell people they’ve
been a victim of harassment, intimidation or bullying.
Nearly one in ten of victims have talked to an adult
at school. In previous surveys we noted that young
people are less likely to go to an adult at school if they
were victimised online than if they were victimised
in other environments. One possible explanation for

this is that school staff and pupils are not familiar with
the school’s responsibility or the rights of pupils with
regard to online harassment or intimidation. Only 1%
of the young people who participated in the survey
said they had reported the incident to the police.
Talking to an adult at home or talking to an adult at
school were the alternatives that young people felt
helped them the most. In our experience, having the
support of adults is extremely important for victims.
Young people should not feel that they have to
deal with harassment and bullying by themselves,
but that they have adults around them who they
can trust and can turn to for help and support.

What helped the most?

1
2
3
20

Talking to an adult at home
Talking to an adult at school
Speaking up when I met the person

STRATEGIES FOR HANDLING HARASSMENT, INTIMIDATION & BULLYING

On the occasion/occasions you were subjected to harassment, intimidation
and/or bullying via mobile phone, computer or tablet, what did you do?
Girl (n=187)

56%
41%

Boy (n=137)
38%
34%

33%

15%

24%
19%

21%

17%
11%

7%

11%

10% 8%

9%
2% 3%
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0% 1%

Did it help?
Talked to an adult at home

2%

55%

39%

4%

Talked to an adult at school
32%

54%

Yes, it helped a lot

14%

Spoke up when I met the person

5%

32%

52%

No, it didn’t help

Reported it to the website, removed or blocked the person
34%

48%

10%

8%

Uncertain, don’t know/don’t
want to answer

Talked to a friend
33%

46%

13%

8%

Spoke up by writing to the person
30%

4%

46%

20%

Wrote something mean or hurtful back
6%

28%

54%

Yes, it helped a bit

11%

Base: If the answer is “Yes” to either of
the questions “Have you been subjected
to harassment or intimidation by
someone via mobile phone, computer
or tablet in the past year?” “Have you
been cyberbullied in the past year?”
Multiple-choice.

12%
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Adults’ Attitudes & Actions
The results show that 57% of children and
adolescents think that adults at home are good at
providing information about the important things to
consider when talking to or socialising with others
online. Slightly fewer of them feel that adults at
home are good at showing an interest in what
they do online by, for example, being curious and
asking what they’re doing or who they socialise with.
Only one in three think that adults at home are good
at explaining what you can do if you´re subjected to
online harassment or intimidation, and only one in
five feel that adults at home are good at trying out for
themselves the activities that children and adolescents
are usually involved in online. For example, trying
the social media sites they use, playing the games
they play or reading the blogs they’re interested in.
When it comes to adults at school, children and
adolescents feel that they are better at pointing out
the important things to remember than at being
curious, interested and trying out for themselves
the things the pupils do online. One in three
young people doesn´t think that adults at school
are good at any of the alternatives suggested.
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Adults at home and at school have an important
role to play in guiding and supporting children
and adolescents in their lives – both online and in
other environments. Adults are responsible for
creating opportunities for conversation on both the
positive and negative aspects of being online and
for working with young people to plan, implement
and evaluate efforts to create a safe environment.
It is important to talk about what to be aware of in
social contexts online and to tell young people what
they can do if they are victimised, if they witness
someone else being victimised or if they themselves
are victimising others. But in order to be a person
who young people trust and turn to for help, it is
important for adults to be curious, involved and show
an interest. One way is to allow the internet to be
part of the everyday conversation at home and at
school to create a forum where young people can
talk about their online experiences. If, in addition,
we as adults try for ourselves the things young
people do online, we can learn about and have a
better understanding of their online activities and
the interests that many young people have online.

ADULTS’ ATTITUDES & ACTIONS

Girl (n=535)
Boy (n=506)

What do you think adults at home are good at?

63%
50%

52%

48%
33%

36%

36%
22%

Talking about
important things
to consider
when talking to
or socialising
with others
online

Showing an
interest and
asking what I’m
doing when I’m
online

Being good role
models when
they talk to and
socialise with
other people
online

Telling me what
I can do if I feel
like I’m being
harassed or
intimidated
online

19% 18%

Trying the things
I do when I’m
online

11% 13%

None of these
alternatives

Multiple-choice

Girl (n=535)

What do you think adults at school are good at?

45%
39%

42%

37%

32% 33%
15% 13%

Talking about
important things
to consider
when talking to
or socialising
with others
online

Boy (n=506)

Telling me what
I can do if I feel
like I’m being
harassed or
intimidated
online

Being good role
models when
they talk to and
socialise with
other people
online

11% 12%

Showing an
interest and
asking what I’m
doing when I’m
online

8%

8%

Trying the things
I do when I’m
online

None of these
alternatives

Multiple-choice
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FRIENDS’ RECOMMENDATIONS

Friends’ Recommendations

THE SCHOOL
UPDATE YOUR PLAN TO STOP DISCRIMINATION AND DEGRADING TREATMENT
By focusing on fair and equal treatment online, schools can foster a friendly atmosphere at school
and prevent harassment and other acts of intimidation. It’s also important that there are clear
routines in place and courses of action when harassment and degrading treatment occur on the
internet, for example if a student publishes degrading content online.
SURVEY & EVALUATE
Survey pupils’ safety and wellbeing online, and identify whether there is a need for preventive
measures to promote equal rights and opportunities for them. In which online environments and
services do pupils feel the most vulnerable or unsafe? Follow up and evaluate any measures
implemented, and suggest new ones as needed.
INVOLVE THE PUPILS
In addition to involving the entire staff, it is important for the pupils to participate and add their
input and suggestions. Discuss online safety and wellbeing in class council and student council
meetings. Mutually agree on measures based on the challenges that exist at the school.
COOPERATION WITH GUARDIANS
Aim to achieve a common understanding of the problem and work together to teach young children
and adolescents to form positive social relationships online. Let the atmosphere online, as well as
in the classroom, be a recurring item on the agenda of parent-teacher meetings.
COOPERATION AMONG SCHOOL STAFF
Take joint responsibility for the safety of pupils at school and online.
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FRIENDS’ RECOMMENDATIONS

You can find more tips for adults at home and
in school, and young people at friends.se/natet

ADULTS
How can adults at home prevent
online harassment and intimidation?

If your child has victimised others
or is a victim

GAIN A FUNDAMENTAL UNDERSTANDING
It’s the responsibility of adults to guide and support
young children and adolescents in their lives online.
Even if harassment and intimidation are basically
about social relationships, having a fundamental
understanding of the environments in which children
and adolescents socialise online makes it easier to
help them. Learn by asking your child, asking other
adults, trying things out for yourself or searching for
more information online about the websites, games
or apps your child uses.

LISTEN & PROVIDE SUPPORT
Listen and allow your child to verbalise how they feel
and experience different situations. Tell them that
bullying and harassment are never OK. If your child
has been victimised, explain that the situation can be
changed.

TALK ABOUT THE INTERNET
Let the internet be part of your everyday conversations
and talk about both the positive and negative things
that happen there. If you as an adult are involved
and show a genuine interest in what children and
adolescents are doing online, they will be more
willing to listen to your advice and more likely to tell
you if something happens.
OFFER YOUR SUPPORT
It is important that children and adolescents feel safe
and know that they have an adult close by who they
can turn to for help and support. Tell them you are
there for them!

CONTACT THE SCHOOL
Usually in the case of online harassment or
cyberbullying, children in the same class or at the
same school are involved. It is therefore important
for the school to know about what is going on. Start
by contacting your child’s class teacher or mentor.
Explain what has happened, who is involved and
how long you have known about it. Try to work
together to find a solution.
REPORT & REMOVE
If degrading or offensive content has been published,
help your child remove it and/or report the content to
the site. If your child is the victim of a crime, such as
slander or unlawful threats, it is important to report
the incident to the police.

FRIENDS ONLINE REPORT 2015
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YOUNG PEOPLE
How can young people promote a
friendly atmosphere online?

If you are a child or teenager who
has been victimised

SPREAD POSITIVE MESSAGES
The positive atmosphere starts with you! When
you write and say nice things or encourage and
help others, you are helping to create a friendly
atmosphere. You decide what you write, say and do.
Use that power.

REMEMBER THAT IT’S NOT YOUR FAULT
The person who is bulling or harassing you is at fault.
Anyone can be subjected to bullying or harassment
and the situation can be changed.

INCLUDE OTHERS
The internet is a place for everyone! Regardless
of roles in groups of friends, gender, age, religion,
functional abilities, transgender identity, ethnicity or
sexual orientation, everyone is equally welcome to
express themselves, learn new things, have fun and
socialise online.
THINK FIRST
There are many options for communication, debate
or expressing emotions and opinions online. But
think first before you write or share something. Who
is responsible for the information you are sharing?
Could what you write be perceived as degrading or
offensive by someone else?
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TALK TO SOMEONE
First turn to an adult that you trust to get help and
support. This could be an adult at home, a teacher,
coach or perhaps a friend’s parent. All adults have a
responsibility to help the children and young people
around them. If there is no adult you can talk to, ask
a friend for help. Together you can find a solution. It’s
important not to be alone in the situation.
REPORT IT
Report degrading content immediately to the website/
app/game and save messages and/or screen shots
as evidence.

LEGAL MATTERS

Legal Matters
In meetings with young people and adults we often
encounter uncertainty about which laws apply to the
internet. One simple rule of thumb is that the same
things that are illegal outside the internet are also
illegal online. In our survey only 1% of respondents
said they had reported an incident of harassment or
intimidation to the police. Not all incidents of online
harassment or intimidation are crimes, but often

instances of insulting behaviour, defamation and
unlawful threats etc. are never reported to the police.
In order to solve an online crime, it is important
to report it. It’s good to be aware that it’s often
easier to provide proof about something that has
happened online, so remember to save any evidence
in the form of screen shots, images or messages.

OFFENSIVE PHOTOGRAPHY, CHAPTER 4,
SECTION 6 A OF THE PENAL CODE
Offensive photography means illicitly or covertly
taking a photo or filming someone who is inside a
home, a public toilet, a changing room or a similar
space.

PERSONAL DATA ACT
The purpose of the Personal Data Act (PuL) is to
protect people against violation of their personal
integrity. It is, for example, illegal to disclose
information about a person’s ethnicity, political
opinions, religious convictions, or membership in a
trade union.

UNLAWFUL THREAT, CHAPTER 4, SECTION 5
OF THE PENAL CODE
An unlawful threat means threatening to commit a
criminal act against another person; for example,
threatening to assault or kill someone. For the threat
to be unlawful, it must be meant seriously and posed
in a manner that evokes serious fear in the threatened
person.
DEFAMATION, CHAPTER 5, SECTION 1 OF
THE PENAL CODE
Defamation means claiming that someone is a
criminal or reprehensible in their way of living, or
providing information that serves to expose the
person to the contempt of others
INSULTING BEHAVIOUR, CHAPTER 5,
SECTION 3 OF THE PENAL CODE
Insulting behaviour is when a person vilifies another
person through an insulting epithet, accusation or
through other degrading behaviour.

HATE SPEECH, CHAPTER 16, SECTION 8 OF
THE PENAL CODE
Hate speech means threatening or expressing
contempt for a group with allusion to the race,
ethnicity, belief system or sexual orientation of the
members of a group.
EDUCATION ACT
According to the Education Act, schools have a
responsibility to act against online harassment and
intimidation if such treatment is impacting the pupil’s
school life.påverkar elevernas skoldag.

§
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Conclusion
Thank you to those who have contributed to the content
in this report and a big thank you to Marwa who wrote the
introduction! We would also like to thank those of you who
get involved in the issue of what children and teenagers
are doing online and who have taken the time to read this
report.
But we don’t want the commitment and the fight to improve
the atmosphere online to end here. To make a difference,
we need to make sure that real change actually happens
– at the social and organisational level; at the group and
individual level.

Johanna Olofsson & Olle Cox
Project Managers, ”Schysst på nätet”

Whether you are a child, a teenager, an adult, an internet
novice or an expert, you can play a part in your own way.
By helping to create a positive atmosphere, standing up for
a healthy climate and being there to listen to and provide
support for victims, together we can fight to ensure that
children and adolescents can grow up in a safe and equal
world – online as well.
You have the chance to make a difference. We hope you
take it!

“We want children and young people to feel safe and secure online. By sharing
our experience and knowledge of online safety and sponsoring the project
‘Schysst på nätet’ (Be Nice Online), we can reach more people with information
about preventive measures”
Carolina Schattauer Ramnö
Nordic PR Manager, Symantec

“For those of us here at HP Sweden it feels entirely appropriate and important
to participate and support Friends in their project ‘Schysst på nätet’ (Be Nice
Online). The importance of the work Friends is doing to educate parents,
school staff and pupils about ways to prevent online harassment, intimidation
and cyberbullying cannot be emphasised enough. I’m entirely convinced that
together we can make a difference.”
Kjell Ahlzén
CEO, HP Sweden
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ABOUT THE PROJECT “SCHYSST PÅ NÄTET” (BE NICE ONLINE)

About the Project “Schysst
på nätet” (Be Nice Online)
“Schysst på nätet” (Be Nice Online) is a collaboration
between Friends, Symantec and HP where we
are working together to ensure that children and
adolescents can feel safe and secure online. We want
to prevent harassment, intimidation and bullying by
increasing awareness about the problem, and to offer
practical tools for preventing it. The project is aimed
at children, adolescents and adults, and contains
educational resources to help schools and sports
clubs in their efforts to prevent online harassment and
intimidation.
FRIENDS is a non-profit organisation dedicated to
the prevention of bullying. Our vision is to see young
children and adolescents grow up in a safe and
secure society where all are treated equally. We use
a long-term approach to increase the knowledge and
involvement of adults and children through education,
guidance and the formation of public opinion. Friends
has been working on preventing online harassment
and intimidation since 2005.
SYMANTEC helps consumers and companies handle
their information-driven world in a safe and secure
way. Norton by Symantec focuses on the consumer

side helping to protect the things that mean the most
in consumers’ lives, regardless of which device they
use to get online. Norton provides consumers with
various security solutions to protect their digital lives,
including solutions for computers, mobile devices, live
support and online backup.
Read more on Symantec’s family website:
• Norton Family, an online service to help children
and adults work together to establish family rules for
a safe and friendly connected world.
• Find new inspiration and hands-on tips on how you
can become more involved in protecting children in
our Family Online Safety Guide.
• Norton’s general safety tips or advice specifically
for families.
HP uses technology to create new opportunities
to impact people, businesses, the public sector
and society in a meaningful way. HP, the world’s
largest technology company, brings together
printing technology, PCs, software, services and IT
infrastructure in a comprehensive portfolio of solutions
for customers.
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Definitions
HARASSMENT AND OTHER ACTS OF INTIMIDATION is an
overarching term that includes bullying, harassment and other
forms of degrading treatment. It covers all forms of mistreatment
that make a person feel sad, hurt or inferior. In the survey we use
the following description of the term:
By “subjected to harassment or other acts of intimidation” we
mean that someone has said or done something that made you
feel sad, hurt or inferior. This could be if someone has written
hurtful or malicious messages or comments, if someone has
logged into your profile or used your mobile phone, computer
or tablet against your will, or if you feel alone, ostracised or have
been excluded. Harassment and intimidation can happen both
while you are at school and at other times.
DEGRADING TREATMENT is the term used in legal contexts to
prohibit harassment or intimidation that is linked to the grounds
of discrimination. Degrading treatment is defined as behaviour
that violates a person’s dignity.
BULLYING is where a person has been subjected to harassment
or abuse by one or more people on a number of occasions. A
victim of bullying may feel like they are in a position of weakness
and find it hard to defend themselves.
In the case of cyberbullying, we have decided to emphasise the
repetitive criteria because it is different from in other arenas,
such as the school playground. We have therefore added: This
could be either multiple different instances of harassment or
intimidation, or when one degrading comment/image/video is
broadly shared or disseminated.
DISCRIMINATION is when an adult in school, e.g. a teacher,
treats one pupil unfairly or worse than another one based on one
of the seven grounds of discrimination: gender, gender identity
or gender expression, ethnic affiliation, religion or other belief
system, disability, sexual orientation or age.
HARASSMENT is when a person is harassed based on one of
the seven grounds of discrimination. One incident is sufficient for
a person to be guilty of harassment.
SEXUAL HARASSMENT is behaviour of a sexual nature that
violates a person’s dignity. Examples of sexual harassment could
be if someone sends messages, writes comments or spreads
rumours relating to sex or the body that make the person who is
targeted feel uncomfortable.
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PLAN
TO
STOP
DEGRADING
TREATMENT
AND
DISCRIMINATION is a plan that schools produce every year.
The plan contains information about the school’s procedures
to stop harassment, intimidation and discrimination. The plan is
sometimes called the equal treatment plan.
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